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Body in context
21&Counting
Slovakian dancer and performer Tomáš Danielis, who works mostly abroad, has recently returned home to
Slovakia, where he brought here, less common, conceptual “dance” formats combining dance and thought. His
lecture performance “21 & Counting”, one of his latest projects, announces as a belated celebration of the
twentieth anniversary of his career. In reality, however, it is a strongly engaged performative essay on
forming manipulative pictures and perceptions of reality.
It is a well-known thing that language constitutes our reality, how we perceive ourselves and things around us.
From a psychological point of view there is a difference to say that the glass is half empty or half full, although
in both cases we describe the same amount of liquid. Likewise, our reality, or better the cultural or socio-political
context, fundamentally determines the meaning of what is said. For example, the use of the word "Indian" has
a diametrically different impact in the Czech Republic and the US. Over time, language has become (or has it
always been?) one of the most important tools of manipulation and policy. It may become necessary to realize
how appropriately chosen words can influence a person's decisions. Especially in a society based on the basis
of consumer logic, which also set its own values of so-called normality in the order of manipulation and
persuasion. Danielis in “21&Counting” suggests a simple parallel between word and dance, between language
and choreography. Language and dance are here understood as equal means of expression, and what is
"spoken" by word and movement, can then be manipulated by the context for different reading. Let us
remember, for example, important figures of German expressionistic dance who performed at the Berlin
Summer Olympics in 1936 and became part of Nazi propaganda. Apolitical dance has become a clear policy
here.
In terms of lecture performance, Danielis performs by himself and guide the viewer through his past and
reflections. In somewhat ironic “rhetoric” of stand-up, he dances fragments from his own and foreign
choreographies in which he has ever performed. He then comments and puts them in the context of his
personal history. However, although it speaks of himself, the primary message is the central statement
of the indisputable influence of context on our perception.
On the stage there is only a side table with all the controls, a mix board and a laptop. Danielis manages it
himself, he lights up and goes out of the scene, plays music, comments to the microphone, openly comments
on every part of the performance. It's not surprising what comes. The tension and hint of mystery remains only
in concentrated, but at the same time relaxed dance sequences, in which a great deal of Danielis' insight and
irony blends with serious and faithful devotion to each individual movement.
Danielis supports the understanding of dance and words as parallels by its very nature ephemeral,
materializing and graphically capturing it in space. Just as a word is captured in writing. Each dance fragment
leaves a mark on the scene, as Danielis draws his body chalk on black dance floor every time he stands in the
final pose. On the floor there will be a map of his dance career, his past choreographies, as well as his
memories. The context of the graphic representation of dances is not only painted rectangles in which Danielis
closes the footprints on the floor, but also his comments, how he grasps choreography at the language level.
In addition, both media, dance and language are connected.
Just before the end, Danielis specifically describes the movement by movement to the viewer about the
feelings that accompany him when dancing one of the sequences. It always depends on the context in
which choreography he as a dancer perceives it at a given moment. The upright hand is for him one
rising sun in one moment and in another hand for astronomical clock showing twelve o'clock. The
point of Danielis' reflection on the influence of context on perception will be spoken of in his last dance
on the plaintive Allemande of Bach's Second English Suite. Let us think about what we read behind words,
movements and images not only in art but also in everyday life, and what mechanisms and contexts have
influenced our interpretation. What do we see in the body dancing to the baroque composition? Poetry, irony,
sovereign egoism, engagement, individuality, dancer after twenty years of career, simply moving middle-aged
man?
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CONTEXT IS CAUSING
EVERYTHING!
The most provocative for the audience
was Tomáš Danielis' "one man show"
called "21 & counting" dance. The irony
with which he executes this show is
multiplied by the fact that he uses his
own dance career of twenty plus years
as a background material for the metacriticism of performative art. The
performance thus plays out two lines,
which, however, are not isolated
trajectories. The first has the character of
a personal journey, on which Danielis
reconstructs and to some extent
evaluates his own dance experience. He
mentions the schools he went through,
shows excerpts from choreography and
former performances. The reflection of
the past takes place in a verbal form (i.e.
a direct speech to the audience) as well
as in a non-verbal form - through
movement fragments and figures. He
sometimes
lets
them
sound
independently, other times he comments
on them during the performance.
But what was the filter of his memory and what does he actually want to convey to us? Is
the personnel context really important? Here we come to the second, already outlined
above analysis of the language of performative art itself. Danielis basically shows what
he doesn't like about it. With reference to the stand-ups of the American comedian
George Carlin on political correctness and euphemisms, he jokes about the excessive
sophistication or conceptuality of performative language (but with full seriousness). In his
speeches, Carlin often emphasizes that this context deprives words of their neutrality and
innocence and gives them good or bad meaning. Is this also the case with dance? Can
a performative body ever be neutral? Theories say that the body always functions in a
certain "habitus" of relationships and structures. His contextualization into the art world
does not free him from innocence, but rather (artificially) adds other layers of meaning to
him.
One of the most important props in 21 & counting is the chalk that Danielis uses to draw
something all the time - most often himself. At first, only some parts of the bodies (hand,
foot…) surround the white line, gradually it gets to the isolation of whole figures. Is it just
an ironic game with an audience that will naturally ask, what is the reason for the land of
multiplying lines? Does the drawing stop the moments he wants to remember? Does he
want to free the poses from the context? At the end, balletizol resembles a huge crime
scene, but it will not be entirely clear who the victim is and who the perpetrator.
About halfway through the show, Danielis tells the story of how he had to get drunk to
dance naked. For greater authenticity, he drinks alcohol directly on the stage and sends
glasses, a box of juice and a bottle of vodka. In order for us to be too "tuned in", we need
to silence ourselves and this naturally disrupted the concentration by noise. However,
Danielis does not wait and continues to perform - performative art does not need to be
taken deadly seriously, it is not necessary to capture every "movement". Even moving it
around the scene ignores blind spectator points, without shyness plays behind the pillar
on stage or comes out too for the edge. After all, as he himself says, he is only "a man
who moves in space." By ridiculing his stubborn dependence on the concept, Danielis
questions the notion that the audience is a defenseless prey to contemporary dance. The
roles are very easy to reverse. Just by doubting and questioning suddenly it may be that
the audience trap the performance art.

KÓD, May 2019:

Dance democratically,
ironically and with humor
The solo performance 21 & COUNTING
was created as delayed celebration of the
20th anniversary of the Slovak dancer
Tomáš Danielis on stage. However, the
viewer does not have to be direct with his
work experience, it is not necessary to look
for features in his creations, from past
choreographies. It can only (as Danielis)
focus on reflections on the relationship
between language and body and their
abilities to say what we see, feel and
experience.

Directly on stage, Danielis directs himself: he plays music from a laptop, controls the
lighting, interrupts. Through a suggestive, factual and intellectually charged speech, he
presents his dance autobiography and comments on his own movements. His voice in
the microphone sounds formal, uninvolved to Brechtian (recalls for example, reporting
safety instructions in an aircraft). The distance that Danielis creates by speech does not
allow us to immerse ourselves emotionally in his movements, despite showing them
gracefully, with ease and exaltation. He jumps into the distance, from the seat he heads
to the stand, turns on his head, rolls over the ground and swings out of the crank until
he lies on his back. As if flying in space.
In addition, he draws white chalk on the floor all the time individual parts of your body in
different dance positions. These are the memories of the places where his body was,
some kind of attempt to capture fleeting moments on stage. When creating the outlines
of a rectangular space, figuratively imagine so he frames his professional life. They
remain in the middle the chalk remains of his body, as if the experiences still remained
preserved somewhere - at least temporarily.
A passage inspired by a recording by an American comedian George Carlin, who with
humor and a good dose of satire and irony (which is inherent in Danielis) is devoted to
linguistic culture in the United States, brings another thematic level. According to Carlin,
direct denomination have disappeared and as a reflection of inability to face reality.
Stating that politically incorrect words and phrases are becoming such only in the
context in which they are used. In the performance, words and names come into context
with the ideas contained within and the reality they describe. This point is brought by
Danielis at the end of the shows when plays with associations trying to precisely define
the dance positions. He rests on the ground with the edges of his feet and reaches for
one hand, which, according to him, can also represent the sunrise, hands on the Prague
Astronomical Clock or the mosquito that stretches legs. However, Danielis admits that
he really is only moving, dancing and talking on the given space. He is only medium and
observer as the audience while he moves and dances. He also points to fact that the
beauty or “meaning” is in eye of beholder and conveying what they feel is complicated
(if at all possible). There is a polemic between the very words that should have the ability
to do things clear and label, and the movements that each person can interpret
according to one's own experience and imagination. Perception dance as well as reality,
are still individual.
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Kiosk (festival) 2019, Last day - planned opera and unfulfilled folklore
It is the last day and many, after the official party - the end of this year’s edition
(historically the first in the New Synagogue and not traditionally at the Station!), are
oafishly moving in the gentle breeze of Sunday morning. Erika Fischer-Lichte would call
it a liminal experience.
In Tomáš Danielis' performative stand-up Maybe, but of course, we were witnesing an
invisible large-scale "decomposed contemporary opera" with a pinch of baroque music.
As in the lecture, the performer introduces us to his visions of a planned project, with the
ambition of being the most original and exciting act we have ever seen. With a
microphone and a completely empty stage, he describes the individual sequences he has
been thinking about and presents a few examples. Heroic ballet poses, a concentrated
stand in the middle of the stage as a place between "past and present", a concentrated
look from the window ... He presents everything with great enthusiasm, but the work is
deliberately a cynical satire of the artistic process as such. As a misanthrope of
contemporary dance, Danielis is not ashamed to point on his colleagues, the professional
community, but also the audience's conventional preferences.
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